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1. IN-I-REDUCTION 
Consider the second-order boundary value problem with deviating argu- 
ment: 
u”(t) = f(4 u(t), u(h(t))), a<t<b; 
u(t) = 4(t) for t < a; u(t) = #(t) for t 3 6. 
(1.1) 
Here it is assumed that 4 and # are Cl functions bounded on their respective 
domains (- co, a] and [b, co), h and f  are continuous, and that +(a) = G(b) = 0. 
We remark that there is no loss in generality in the last restriction since the 
change of variables 
y(t) = u(t) - +(a) - ‘(: 1 t(‘) (t - a), a < t < b, 
&(t) = f+(t) - +(a) - ‘(bl 1 fa) (t - a), 
&(t) = #(t) -$(a) - ‘“(y It(‘) (t - a) 
reduces the problem with $(a), 4(b) # 0 to this case. To insure $r , C1 are 
bounded, their respective linear parts can be replaced, for example, by an 
exponential function for 
which will go to zero and preserve the continuity assumed for I& , dI . 
Boundary value problems such as (1.1) arise quite naturally in the study of 
variational problems in control theory which are complicated by the effect 
of time delays in signal transmission. An account of such variational problems 
can be found in the monograph by El’sgol’ts [4]. 
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Sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution to the boundary value 
problem (1.1) have been given by Kamenskii [6], Grimm and Schmitt [5], 
and Schmitt [9]. The primary purpose of this paper is to obtain numerical 
procedures for the computation of these solutions. DeNevers and Schmitt [8] 
have demonstrated that the shooting method can be applied to delay dif- 
ferential boundary value problems of the type 
The shooting method is apparently restricted to equations with retarded 
arguments because of its theoretical reliance on the well-developed theory of 
initial value problems for such equations and because for problems with 
more general functional arguments the method computationally is not well- 
posed. Also, as pointed out by El’sgol’ts [4] and DeNevers and Schmitt [8], 
the development of any numerical procedure for boundary value problems 
with deviating arguments is complicated by the fact that the solutions may 
in general only be assumed to be of class C2[a, b]. In this paper we will 
address ourselves to these limitations and develop two approximation 
methods that take advantage of the limited continuity and also apply to 
problems with more general functional arguments than those treated in [8]. 
We will, however, have to make differentiability assumptions on f  in (1.1) 
that were not required in [8]. In particular, compare Theorem 2.4 given here 
with Theorem 3.1 in [8]. 
In Section 2 we give a general theorem establishing the applicability of 
approximation methods of projection type to the boundary value problem 
(1.1). In Section 3 we develop results for two specific methods using poly- 
nomial splines as approximating functions, and then finally, we give a 
numerical example indicating that such procedures are computationally 
efficient. We remark that projection methods for two-point boundary value 
problems have been studied in, for example, [I, 3,7]. For other papers treating 
projection methods, see the bibliography of [7]. 
2. BASIC THEOREMS 
Let G(x, s) represent the Green’s function associated with D2u and the 
boundary conditions U(U) = 0, u(b) = 0, i.e., if u” = V, then 
U(X) = Jb G(x, s) w(s) ds SE G(o). 
a 
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Let 
CO[a, b] = {u E C[u, b]: u(u) = 0, u(b) = 01, 
and define F: C”[a, b] + C[a, b] via 
F[u] = v(t) = 
1 
#Wt)) if h(t) < 0, 
u(h(t)) if a < h(t) d h 
+(h(tN if b < h(t). 
In what follows, let j/ . 11 denote the Lm norm on both C[u, b] and C”[u, b]. 
LEMMA 2.1. F is a nonlinear continuous mapping from C”[u, b] into C[u, b]. 
LEMMA 2.2. G: C[u, b] + C”[u, b], FG: C[u, b] + C[u, b], and FG is 
a completely continuous mapping in this setting. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and a standard argument 
using the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem and the continuity of G(x, s). 
Let U” = U. Then the boundary value problem (1. I)-( 1.2) becomes 
v = f(t, Gv, F(Gv)) = Sv P-1) 
in the space C[u, b]. It follows from Lemma 2.2 and the continuity off that S 
is a completely continuous mapping from C[u, b] into C[u, b]. 
We recall that an operator T defined on a Banach space X is called FrCchet 
differentiable at the point u. E X if for any element h E X, the increment 
T(v, + h) - TV, can be represented in the form 
T(v, + h) - TV, = T’(v,) h + w(vo; h), 
where T’(v,) is a linear continuous operator on X (the Frechet derivative of 
the operator T at the point no) and 11 w(vo; h)li/ll h 11 --f 0 as j/ h // --f 0. 
The operator T is called continuously differentiable at the point v. if it is 
differentiable at each point of some neighborhood of the point v. , while 
11 T’(v) - T’(vo)jj + 0 as 11 v  - no // + 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f = f(x,y, z) and f, af/ay, af/& be continuous on 
[a, b] x R x R. Then S is continuously Frkhet dz~eerentiuble us a mapping 
from C[u, b] to C[u, b]. 
Proof. Let v. be an arbitrary point in C”[u, b]. Define 
by 
F’(v,): C”[u, b] -+ C[u, b] 
0 if h(t) d a, 
F’(v,) u = v(h(t)) if a < h(t) < b, 
0 if b < h(t). 
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It is easily checked that F’(Q) is the Frechet derivative of F. We now demon- 
strate that 
s’(vo) v  = $ (t, Gv, ,F(Gw,)) Gv + $ (t, Gv, , F(Gv,))F’(Gv,) Gv 
is the FrCchet derivative of S. Clearly, S’(v,) is a continuous linear mapping 
from C[u, b] into C[a, 61. Now we consider 
S(v, + Sv) - S(v,) - S’(w,) sv = N(v, , Sv). 
Assume first that h(t) < a, and let u0 = Gv, and 6u = G6v. Using the mean 
value theorem, we have 
af af 
- f(4 uo > Fuo) - - (4 UC,  Fu,) Su - az (t, u. , F(u,)) F’(u,) 6u 
3Y 
where 0 < e(t) < I. A similar result can be established for h(t) > b. Now 
suppose a < h(t) < b. Using the mean value theorem as above, one finds 
N(v,, , Sv) = (2 ( t, uo + @u, u,(W) + @u(h(t)))) - g (4 uo , u,(W)) su 
Using these results and the continuity of the partials off, the FrCchet dif- 
ferentiability of S follows. The continuous FrCchet differentiability of S 
follows easily also from the continuity of the partials off. 
We need the following theorem of Vainikko [12, Theorem 51. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a Bunuch space, {Pa} a sequence of continuous 
projections converging pointwise to the identity operator on X, and T an operator 
(nonlinear) on X. Let v. be u solution to the equation v  = TV with T completely 
continuous on an open set containing v. , T continuously Frtkhet dz@rentiuble 
at 7% > and the equation v  - T’(v,) v  = 0 having only the trivial solution in X. 
Then v. is unique in the sphere 11 v  - v. 11 < p, for some p > 0, and there exists 
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an integer N such that for n > N, the equation v  = P,Tv has a unique solution 
vS in the same sphere. Moreover, there exists a constant K > 0 and independent 
of n such that 
Let X = C[a, b], and let X, be a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces 
of C[a, 61 satisfying 
li+li inf (11 v  - v,n ilW : v, E X,} = 0 for all v  E X. 
Let (Pn} be a sequence of projections on X with each P, having range X, , 
and let there exist a constant M independent of n so that jl P, /jm < M 
for all n. Approximations to the solution of the boundary value problem 
(1 .l)-( 1.2) can be found by solving 
with 
P&i = P,f (x, u, , Fu,), 
u, = Gvn 3 V?%EX,, 
(2.2) 
which can be studied by applying Theorem 2.1 to the equivalent problem 
V n = P,Sv, . (2.3) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the boundary value problem ( 1. I)-( 1.2) admit a classical 
solution u0 and suppose f  = f  (t, y, z) satis$es f, aflay, ;ifi&z are continuous on 
[a, b] x R x R. Let the equation 
u” - $fy (t, uU , Fu,) u - g (t, u, , Fu,,) u(h(t)) = 0 
and the boundary conditions u(t) = 0 for t < a and u(t) = 0 for t 3 b, admit 
only the trivial solution. Then v0 = ug is the only solution to v  = Sv in some 
neighborhood of v,, in C[a, b], solutions to (2.3) and hence to (2.2) exist and are 
unique near v0 for all n su@iently large, and finally 
I/ Di(u, - udl~ = W/l 0, - v. IL: 0, E &>, i=O, 1,2. 
Proof. This theorem is an application of Theorem 2.1 applied to the 
problem (1.1) viewed as the fixed point problem in C[a, b] given by (2.1) and 
with the approximation method defined by (2.2) considered as (2.3). The 
continuity and differentiability hypotheses for S were established in Lemmas 
2.1-2.3. Using the formula for F’ given in the proof of Lemma 2.3, Eq. (2.4) 
with the zero boundary conditions can be seen to be equivalent to the equation 
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v  - T’(Q) v  = 0 in C[u, 61. The error bound follows from the continuity of 
G and Theorem 2.1 since for some constant K, 
II uo - u, II = II Gvo - Gun II G K II vo - v, II 
and 
Theorem 2.2 can be immediately applied to develop specific methods. 
We delay this until Section 3 and next study in more detail the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.2. Indeed, Theorem 2.4 to follow establishes that Theorem 2.2 
applies to essentially the same class of problems treated in [S] for the shooting 
method. For Eq. (I. I), let 
We define the class of functions H = C[c, d] n C2[a, b]. The next definition 
is due to Grimm and Schmitt [5]. 
DEFINITION. A function a(t) E H is called a lower solution of (1.1) in case 
A function /3(t) E H is called an upper solution of (1.1) in case 
B(t) 3 +w* t < a, 
B(t) 3 #(t), t 3 b, 
B”(t) G f(t7 B(t), BW)N~ a<t<b. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume that f  (t, x, y) is nonincreasing in y  for fixed (t, x) 
and that there exists an upper solution #?(t) and a lower solution a(t) of (1.1) 
such that a(t) < /l(t). Then there exists a solution x(t) of (I .I) such that 
a(t) < x(t) G B(t). 
Proof. This is a special case of Theorem 9 of [5]. 
We now restrict our attention to problems with a functional argument 
satisfying h(t) < t for t in [a, b]. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let f  = f(t, y, z), aflay, af/az be continuous on 
[a, b] x R x R. Suppose: 
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I. There exist functions p(t), q(t), P(t) continuous on [a, b] with q(t) > 0 
such that 
(i) afiay > -p(t) on [a, b] x R x R, 
(ii) afiaz > -q(t) on [a, b] x R x R, 
(iii) f(t,y, z) -f(t, 9, 2) < - P(t) (y - 9) if 9 <y, I < z and 
t E [a, b]. 
II. f(t, y, z) is nonincreasing in z for $xed (t, y). 
III. The initial value problem 
u”(t) + p(t) 44 + q(t) u@(t)) = 0 
u(t) = 0 for t < a; u’(u+) = 1 (2.5) 
has a unique solution and this solution is positive on (a, b] where h(t) < t. 
Under these conditions, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are sutisjied for the 
problem ( 1.1). 
Proof. We first remark that condition I(iii) would be satisfied if we 
assume instead that af/lk < 0 and af/ay < -P(t) on [a, b] x R x R. This 
hypothesis would then imply II. The theorem is a special case of Theorem 
3.1 of [8]. 
3. APPLICATIONS 
Using Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, it is possible to develop convergence results 
for a wide class of approximation methods. We give results here for only two 
important methods and refer the reader to [7] and its bibliography for possible 
others. However, the two methods given here essentially achieve the best 
convergence rates possible for the problem under consideration and two basic 
classes of methods. Both methods are projection schemes, one defined by point 
interpolatory linear functionals and the other by linear functionals given as 
integrals. The first method is a direct application of Theorem 2.2. 
Let A,: a = t, < t, < ... < t, = b be a partition of [a, b], and let 
( A, ) = max,(t,+, - tJ. Let S,,(n, 3) be the space of C2[u, b] cubic splines 
satisfying u,(u) = u,(b) = 0 (see [IO] for definitions). Let S(n, 1) be the 
linear splines and define P,f = s i f f  s E S(n, 1) and s(ti) = f (ti) for all 
tiEA,. Then P, is known [2] to be a linear projection from C[a, b] onto 
S(n, 1) satisfying /j P, llao = 1. Our first method develops approximations u, 
in Ss(n, 3) by solving 
P,&(t) = Pnf (t> 44, QV)) 
un(h(t)) = l~h’;l,‘, 
if h(t) < a, 
if h(t) >, 6. 
(3.1) 
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Equation (3.1) results in the system ul(tJ =f(ti , un(ti), u,(h(tJ), i = O,..., n. 
We note [lo] that the dimension of So(n, 3) is (n + 1) so we have (n + 1) 
equations in (n + 1) unknowns. A choice for a convenient basis for So(n, 3) 
is given in [3]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (A,} be a sequence of partitions of [a, b] satisfying 
1 A, / + 0 as n -+ KI. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 are satisfied and the 
solution u,, to (1.1) satisfies u0 E Cj[a, b], 2 <j < 3, then solutions to (3.1) in 
&(n, 3) exist and are unique near ue (see Theorem 2.2) for all n su#iciently 
large. Moreover, 
II W, - un)llm = O(l 4, Pe 4,j; I A, I)), (3.2) 
for 0 < i < 2, and where w(.; j A, 1) is the usual modulus of continuity function. 
Proof. The existence and uniqueness result follows from Theorem 2.2. 
The convergence rate is a consequence of Theorem 2.2 and a fundamental 
result in spline approximation theory [I I] which states that if S(n, li) are the 
polynomial splines of degree K over A, and if f  6 Cj[a, b], 0 <j < K, then 
for a quasi-uniform sequence of partitions (A,} with / rl, j -+ 0, 
inf{ll D(f - u)llco: u E S(n, h)} = O(l A, li-i w( f  j; I A, I))), O,(i<j. 
(3.3) 
For the case K = 1, the mesh restriction can be removed. 
We point out that if u0 E C4[a, b], then Theorem 3.1 gives convergence of 
order O(l A, I”). However, as mentioned earlier, it is more likely the case that 
u,, is in C2[a, b]. For simple delay problems, for example, 
u”(t) = f  (t, u(t), u(t - A)) 
with X > 0, it is easy to see that in general u”‘(t) will have a jump discontinuity 
at t = A. Note, however, that the error bound (3.2) would then imply con- 
vergence of order O(i A, I) if f(t, x,y) has afiat, af/ax, af/‘fiay continuous, 
since for some constant M, 
4~;; I All I) = SUP 
I t1-t21 < Id,1 
I qxtJ - uo"(tJl 
u;(t) dt < M 1 A,, 1 . 
We next give a second method to take full advantage of, in general, the 
limited continuity of the solution to (1.1). The method will again generate 
approximations in spaces of cubic splines, &(n, 3), but the method will be 
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the classical Galerkin method rather than collocation. Thus, approximations 
will be generated by solving 
j" u;(t) si(t) dt = j'f(t, u&l, u,@(t))) si(t) & i = o,..., n, (3.4) 
a u 
where si(t) is a basis for Ss(n, 3) and u,(h(t)) =4(t) for h(t) < a and 
u,(h(t)) = y!(t) for h(t) 3 b. Results for this method do not follow directly 
from Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {A,) be a sequence of partitions of [a, b] satisfying 
I A, 1 = (b - a)/n, i.e., uniform partitions. If  the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 
are satisfied and the solution uO to (1.1) satisfies uO E Ci[u, b], 2 < j f  3, then 
solutions to (3.4) in S,,(n, 3) exist and are unique near u,, for all n sufficiently 
large. Moreover, 
II u. - u, /I- = 00 4 Ij 44; I A, 9). (3.5) 
Proof. We again apply Theorem 2.1. Rewriting (1.1) as v  = Sv as before, 
we consider this as an equation in C[a, b] as before but with the new norm 
11 v  /Ix = /I Gv /Ia . We call X the completion of C[a, b] with respect to this 
norm so that X is a Banach space. As f  is continuous, it follows that S is 
uniformly continuous on V, = {v E C[a, b]: // v  - v. /IX < S} for any 6 > 0 
and with v. = D2uo . Indeed, using the continuity of the partials off, one has 
S uniformly Lipschitz continuous on Vi . Thus, S can be extended uniquely 
to If, = {v E x: 11 v  - vo /I,y < S}. s will be uniformly continuous on V, , 
and the complete continuity of S as a mapping from I’, to X follows from 
the uniform continuity of S and the following fact. I f  {vn} is a sequence with 
V~ E Vi and 11 V~ /lx = 11 Gv // n 00 < K for some constant K, then --. 
{f (t, Gv, , FGv,)} is uniformly bounded in the uniform norm, and so 
{Gf (t, Gv, , FGv,)} is a uniformly bounded equicontinuous family of func- 
tions and, hence, has a Cauchy subsequence in the uniform norm, i.e., if 
/I a,, /Ix < K, then some sequence vni satisfies i/ SV,~ - SV,~ I~x- 0 as 
nj , nk + co. 
The continuous Frechet differentiability of S on Vi follows from the dif- 
ferentiability off essentially as before and can be extended to I’a by the 
uniform continuity of S and S’(v,), a bounded linear operator. Finally, we 
note that I - S’(v,) will have a continuous inverse if it has an inverse at all, 
and we show in Lemma 3.1 that the existence of an inverse for 1- S’(Z),) 
restricted to C[a, 61 implies the same result on X. 
In the important [l], deBoor has established (see Theorem 5.3 in [I]) 
that if P, is the Galerkin projection over a uniform mesh as defined in (3.4), 
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then Q,, = GPnD2 is a projection on C2[a, b] satisfying I/Q* /lrn < K, some 
constant K > 0. Thus, P, = D2Q,G and 
II Pnfllx = II GPnfllm = II QnGflla G Kllfllx 
implies the Pn’s are uniformly bounded on X (as each P, is a bounded linear 
operator on C[a, b] with norm [I . (lx , we may uniquely extend each P,, to X 
preserving its norm). 
We now apply Theorem 2.1 to the extended version of the problem (1.1) 
as described above and deduce the existence and uniqueness statements of 
this theorem. We observe that as 
holds on C[a, b], the same result true on X. Moreover, as 
is equivalent to 
(3.6) 
estimate (3.5) now follows from (3.6) and (3.3). 
We remark that for simple delay problems of the type considered in [8], 
we may argue as after Theorem 3.1 and deduce from (3.5) convergence of 
order O( A, 1”). Indeed, (3.5) allows for possible convergence of order 
O(i A, 1”). We remark also that we may norm X with jl DGw Ilrn or /I v  /Ia0 and 
deduce 
il Uoi - Uni llm = 0{ inf 
u&s,(n,3) 
1~ uoi - hi Hz>, i=o,1,2. 
Thus, in the case of delay equations as described after Theorem 3.1, one 
would have 11 u,,,~ - zloi I/ = O(i A, 13mi), i = 0, 1, 2. We omit the details. 
We next establish an assertion claimed in the proof of Theorem 3.2. We 
use the notation introduced in the proof of that theorem. 
LEMMA 3.1. If (I - s’(v,))-l exists on C[a, b], then (I - S’(vo))-l exists 
on x. 
Proof. Assume v  - s’(v,) a has only the zero solution in C[a, b], i.e., 
(1- S’(V,))-l exists. Consider v  - S’(a,J u = f as an equation in C[a, 61 with 
the uniform norm. We have (I - S’(v,))-l exists so it is necessarily continuous 
in this setting since S’(v,) is a completely continuous operator. We thus have 
IIV - Wd-lfllm e K llf Ilm (3.7) 
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for some constant K independent off. Next, we introduce Xi = G(C[a, b]} 
and let /j u IIx, = 11 u llco . We first propose to show 
Mu = uN - f&7 uo > Fuo) u - fz(4 %J 1 Fuo) Wo) u 
as a mapping from X, to X has a continuous inverse and that this implies 
the continuity of (I- S’(vo)))’ on C[u, b] with norm I/ . /Ix . We will then 
show that this implies the same result for (I - S’(vo))-1 on X. 
Let 
M,u = -fz(t, *o , Fuo) F’(uo) u, Mzu = -fy(t, *o , Fuo) u, 
J&u = (Mz + Ml) u, and M= D2 +ii&. 
Then, (I - S’(v,))-l existing on C[u, b] implies M-l exists as a mapping 
from C[a, b] to Xi . I f  there exists a number 01 > 0 so that 
then with u = M-k, GD% = G(Mu - ii?+), so 
and finally 
II M-iv llx, < (1 + 4 II ‘u Ix, 
i.e., M has a continuous inverse. As D2 = M - il?, , after multiplying by the 
appropriate operators, one has 
and 
GA?12 = Gi@zM-lM = Gil&GM - Gi@zM-lli&GM, 
provided a: = I/ GJ?f2 - Gi@zM~lI@z jlxl is finite. As G and i@2 = Mz + Ml 
are clearly continuous, the result follows if M-lil?lz can be shown to be 
continuous. But by (3.7), we have 
and since J& is clearly continuous on Xi , we have shown M has a continuous 
inverse. Now choose v  in X. Then v  - S’(v,) ZI = D% + A&u, where 
D2u = v. Hence, for some positive constant k, 
IlV - S’(voN v  I/x = II D2u + m2u l/x 2 JZ II u llx, 
= k II v !Ix . (3.8) 
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Thus we have shown (I - S’(V,))-l is continuous on C[u, b] with jj . (Ix . 
Suppose (I - S’(z+,)) ZI = 0 for some z, in X but not in C[a, 61 with 
/) v  jIX = 1. Then there exists a sequence v, E C[a, b] so that V~ + v  and 
(I - s’(v,)) v, ---f 0. But this contradicts (3.8), completing the argument. 
We complete this paper with a numerical example. We treat the problem 
u”(t) = - + sin u(t) - (t + 1) u(t - 1) + t, O<t<2, 
U(t) = t - 3 if t < 0, X(2) = -4. 
The following table contains the values of the approximations u, determined 
using the method of Theorem 3.1 and evaluated at x = 5, 1, and 1.5. For 
comparison purposes, we also give values determined in [8] to the solution at 
x = .5, 1, and 1.5, and we write them as x,(.5), x,( 1) and x,(1.5), respectively. 
The method used in [8] was a shooting technique using Euler’s method 
which is 0( 1 A, I). Theorem 3.1 also implies 0( / A, I) convergence for u, , but 
the improvement in accuracy is considerable. The U,‘S were calculated using 
single precision arithmetic and the nonlinear systems defining u, were solved 
using Newton’s method. 
h 4.5) UnU) un(1.5) 4.5) 41) -41.5) 
__- 
l/4 -1.539605 -2.077677 -1.958348 -1.321274 -1.685185 -1.525805 
l/f3 -1.542633 -2.081627 -1.962204 -1.419449 -1.854384 -1.719174 
l/2028 - - - - 1.543053 -2.081821 -1.962343 
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